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ABSTRACT
The theory and computer program for finite element
analysis of Stokes (creeping) fluid flow is presented.
The element is an eight node, two dimensional isoparametric
quadrillateral. The element is formulated directly
from the Stokes equations of motion, a special case
of the Navier-Stokes equations where inertia terms are
dropped, using the method of weighted residuals with
Galerkin's criterion applied. Velocities in two directions
are solved for at all eight nodes while pressure is
solved simultaneously at the four corner nodes only.
Several test cases have been run with the program.
Very good accuracy was achieved in modeling velocity
profiles for Couette and Poiseulle . f low and for pressure
distribution of two lubrication models. In these four
cases error was less than l\%.
Limitations have been pointed out for the types of
flow which may be successfully modeled. Flow between
two concentric cylinders had an error of 31% between the
finite element and exact solutions.
Cascades of cylinders and turbine blades are modeled
by modeling only one cylinder or blade. The cascade of
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u, v Components of fluid velocity acting in the x
and j directions
V Laplace vector operator or vector gradient (Grad)
^X Vector Curl




M Integration over a region, R
V Integration around a boundary, p
Rl Loading (right hand side) vector






Bx,By, Bz Components of body force acting in x,y and z
directions
P Surface force
Px, Py, Pz Components of surface force acting in x, y,
and z directions.
Pt Total surface force acting on a fluid particle
P Total surface force per unit volume .
f
acting on a fluid particle
Surface force stress tensor
p Fluid pressure
b Body forces per unit volume acting on a fluid
particle
-^ Normal stresses acting on a fluid particle
\ Shear stresses acting on a fluid particle
V/ Arbitrary weighting function at node x
N. Interpolation function at node i
n! Shape function at node i
Rxi E , Nodal loading terms acting in the x and j
directions at node i
n , n Direction cosines acting in the x -and y
directions
V Velocity vector V = ui* vj^
U Free stream velocity vector
X General position vector X =x i + jj
P P in
r Radial distance (scalar) r = ( x + y )
xi
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The finite element method is a mathematical technique
which represents an equation, or set of equations, over a particular
region as a linear combination of a finite number of equation
variable values within the region. The finite element method
has traditionally been used in solid mechanics for stress and
deflection analysis. In recent years the finite element method
has been expanded to other field problems. Several approaches
have been taken to model fluid flow by the finite element method.
The objective of this thesis is to present details and
results of a finite element program to model Stokes (creeping)
fluid flow.
A fluid finite element model has a number of practical
applications. Among them are airfoil, lubrication and
turbo-
machinery analysis. The immediate need is for a model for
turbine analysis; the ultimate model would be for compressible,
viscous flow with Re=0-*C0-
1
%-
Warner in 1973 developed a potential flow finite element
program. While potential flow (Re=00) may be a better model
for turbine analysis than Stokes flow (Re-^0) the potential flow
approach is limited with respect to adding viscosity, com
pressibility and variable inertia (varying density) effects. The
potential flow program solves for specific values of flow potential,
<ba
,
at a number of nodal points and takes numerical derivatives
to obtain fluid velocities. The Stokes flow program described
in this paper solves, directly, for values of fluid velocity
and pressure at the nodal points. The direct approach takes
viscosity into account and makes it easier to add inertia and
compressibility effects.
* References cited in Section 11.0
Although a complete finite element model of fluid flow
should include inertia and compressibility effects it is nec
essary, as a first step, to develop a program for incompres
sible, viscous flow without inertia, Stokes flow. This typ:c
of flow is governed by the Stokes equations, a special case
of the Navier-Stokes equations where inertia terms are
dropped.
The program with its two dimensional Stokes flow element
described in this paper are only an intermediate step in the
development . of a complete fluid flow model.
Several example problems are presented here; the most
practical of which arfe two lubrication models. A cascade of
turbine blades is modeled with both the Stokes flow and pot
ential flow programs. Stokes flow, itself, is not a good model
for flow through a cascade of turbine blades. Inertia terms
should be added to the model to better model flow through a
turbine. The results of the Stokes flow model, however, are
presented to illustrate the potential for this technique and
provide a benchmark for further development.
2.0 LITERATURE SURVEY and PRIOR WORK
Although the finite element method had its beginning in
solid mechanics, in 1965 Zienkiewicz and Cheung discussed the
finite element method applied to general field problems.
To date there are several techniques for describing
various types of fluid flow as shown in Table 1.
2.1 STREAM and POTENTIAL FUNCTION
Martin^ in 1968, deVries and Norrie in 1971 and
Warner in 1973 outlined finite element formulation of stream
and potential solutions of incompressible, irrotational flow
(Re=00). The relationships between potential and stream functions,
and fluid velocities are given by the Cauchy-Riemann equations.
In cartesian coordinates these are,
=d






outlines the conditions for incompressible, ir
rotational flow. When the velocity, in two dimensional cartesian





irrotationality ^x V = 0 (23)
incompressibility \7 v = 0 (2.4)
If velocities derived from potential and stream functions
meet the irrotational and incompressible criterion then the
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Martin , deVries and Nome and Warner all generate
matrix equations based on either equations 2.5 or 2.6. Similar
to the finite element method for solid mechanics, sets of
matrix equations are generated for each element and combined
into a global set of equations which are solved for the nodal
variables, either 0 . or (jj . . Numerical diferentiation pro
vide velocities for each element as shown in Big. 2.1.
The governing equation for Martin's stream function
formulation is,
a\ +9 = 0 (2-7)
3%X ^tf-
Using a variational principle a functional is formed
from egn 2.7,






The governing equations are
functions of the nodal
variables,V; , of -f(x,y)^ The general form of the equations is














Here, K I is an individual element "stiffness" matrix.
Individual element stiffness matricies are assembled into a
global stiffness matrix, Ik | , based on the arrangement of the





Martin discusses several test cases in his paper;
among them are entrance flow into a channel and flow around
a cylinder between parallel walls
(Fig.'
2.2). Martin specifies
boundary conditions in two ways, (l) specifying nodal stream
function valves,
V4'
, directly at the boundary or (2) indirectly
specifying by the relationship,
u = 3_ or V=( u dy (2.13)
This indirect technique is simplified when the velocity,
u, is constant and the lov/er limit of integration is y=0.
Warner's approach is similar to Martin's but uses the
potential function rather the stream function. The governing
potential relationship is,




Warner's formulation was similar to that of Martin.
Warner's functional was





The main difference between Martin's stream function
and Warner's potential function formulation is the "outflow"
term in the potential flow functional. This term, in Warner's
formulation, does not affect the element "stiffness" matrix
KJ but is included in the right hand side,
"loading"
vector,
[Re] = \ <l(s)ds (2'16)




Warner ran several test cases with his potential flow
finite element program and got very good results in comparison
with exact potential flow solutions. Warner's test cases in
cluded flow around a single cylinder and flow through a
cascade of cylinders. Results of the flow through a cascade of
cylinders are presented in section 8.0 of this paper.
11
The cascade of cylinders was expanded into a cascade of
Joukowski airfoils. The gridwork used is shown in Fig. 2.3.
The results are shown in Fig. 2.4.
The Warner potential flow program code provided the
basis for the Stokes flow finite element program described in
this paper although extensive modifications have been made.
2.2 STREAM FUNCTION - STOKES FLOW
Zienkiewicz6, Huebner-7, and Atkinson et al all have
described stream function solutions to viscous, incompressible,
Stokes (creeping) flow where inertia is neglected (Re-^O).
These formulations are based, indirectly, on the Stokes equations
and the continuity (incompressibility) e\qiation.
Stokes











A functional is formed from these equations. Atkinson's
functional is,






































































Minimization of this functional gives an equation for
the minimum rate of energy dissipation of the fluid. Zienkiewicz6
points out the analogy between viscous stream function fluid
formulation and conventional solid mechanics finite element
methods. The solid mechanics approach is based on minimizing
the strain energy in the structure at equlibrium. The fluid
approach is based on minimizing the rate of energy dissipation
for a steady state velocity.
2.3 DIRECT FORMULATION - STOKES FLOW
^^^^ ! ^ ^ I II ^ || I .
Direct formulation is the technique described in this
paper. V/ith this technique valves of velocity, u, v,
and pressure,
p, are solved for directly at the nodal points. The Stokes and
continuity equations are put directly into finite element matrix
using the method of weighted residuals with Galerkin's criterion
as opposed to a variational approach.
The direct approach has several advantages over the
stream function approach:
1. Different interpolation functions can be used in the direct
finite element formulation for the various terms of the
Stokes and continuity equations. The second derivatives
of velocity appearing in the Stokes equations may be re
presented by second order interpolation while a linear
interpolation function can be used for the pressure terms
of the Stokes equations and velocity terms of the continuity
equation. This is more accurate, according to the Taylor
and Hood9, than having a single interpolation function.
15
2. Pressure is directly solved for. Stream function formulation
solves for only velocities, directly. Pressure distribution
must be indirectly solved for from the Bernoulli equation.
3. Because the Stokes and continuity equations are directly
formulated into finite element form, extensions such as the
addition of compressibility and inertia terms are easier.
Along with Taylor and
Hood9' 10
this technique has also
been discussed by Yamada, et al11,
Huebner7
and Zienkiewicz6.
Some of the more common example problems illustrated by
these authors have been run using the Stokes flow finite element
program described in this paper. The results of these example
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Both Taylor and Hood and Yamada have extended the
basic Stokes equations to the full Navier-Stokes equations by
including inertia effects. Inertia effects cannot be included
directly in the finite element matrix equations because these
effects are non-linear. An iterative technique is used to in
clude the inertia effects in the final solution. Both groups
16
have illustrated the addition of inertia effects with examples
of flow around a cylinder at various Reynolds numbers.
17
3.0 NAVIER - STOKES EQUATIONS





































S-^T =b - vP +i^frv) +-VW
*. (3.4)
Dt
All four models are assumed to be isothermal.
18
Even though the finite element model described in this
paper is for two-dimensional Stokes flow a derivation of the
full Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions is given with
appropriate deletions made at the end.
A derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations begins with
Newton's second law of motion,
F = ma (3.5)
For a fluid particle this means that the net forces
acting on it must equal the product of the mass of the particle
and its acceleration. Forces acting on a fluid particle can
be broken down into body forces, B, and surface forces, P. The
equation of motion for a fluid particle of mass in is then,






and Hi is the material (substantive) acceleration. The material













= (V grad)V^(li\- Vx(vxV) (3.9)
19
The forces are,
Body forces B = Bx, + By. + Bz. (3.10)
Surface forces p = px. + Py4 + Pz, (3.11)
i * j k
Surface forces acting in the x direction on a typical fluid
particle are shown in Fig. 3.1. As shown in Fig. 3.1 the force
acting on the right hand yz face is,
(Px + ^dx)dy dz (3.12)
The force acting on the left hand yz face is,
Px d7 dz (3.13)
Therefore the net force acting on the yz faces is,
(Px + ^dx) dy dz - Px dy dz = |^ dx dy dz (3.14)
By a similar procedure it can be shown that the net
forces acting on the other faces are,
xz face --- dy dx dz (3.15)
XJ face
|_P2.dz dx dy (3.16)
The total force per unit volume on the particle is
? PX ._ , . . aj?Z Air A-r A* ,3 P? Av A^r Air - _ (3.17)
Y5T
<3x dy dz +
1^-
dy dx dz
-f-y-g*- dz dx dy - ^53;.
dx dy dz
Ass +2z +U* = P'
(3*18)
ax ay ^z
As shown in Fig. 3.1 the surface forces acting on the yz
faces of the fluid particle can be resolved into components acting
Forces Acting on a Fluid Particle
20
Fig. 3.1









Again, for the xz and xy faces the surface forces, Py
an Pz can be broken down in a similar manner,




+ Tzy, + (Tzzk
(3.19b)
(3.19c)





- Tyx (Tyy Tyz
^zx I zy Czz
Because the fluid "is assumed to. be isotropic the stress










and from eqn. 3.18,
p = J&J* + %EL + 3 Pz
3 x y d z
(3.18)




For a fluid particle of unit volume the equation of
motion, eqn 3.6
Hit- = B + P (3.6)
becomes
or
-$. - b -V (3.20)
HIT = **V1 (3.21)
In the case of an inviscid fluid all shear s tresses,Txy
J yz, Ixz , vanish and the three normal stress must equal each
other. The negetive is defines as pressure, p , at a point inside
the fluid particle,





-Tzz = p (3.23)
Therefore
V*Tt =Vp <3-24)
and the equation of motion reduces to Euler's equation,
<- "T5T =b "VP (3-D
The derivation of the N%vier-Stokes equations continues
23
by relating stress components to velocity gradients by Stoke 's
law of viscosity. Stokes law of viscosity assumes the fluid to
be isotropic and says that viscous stresses are linearly proportional
to rates-of-strain in a fluid.
These relationships as summarized by
Pao^
are,
(Txx = -p + 2mu .2 div V (3.25a)
3 *
Cyy - -p + 2i4_av -2 div v (3.25b)
<Tzz =
-p
+ 2t-jw - 2 div V (3.25c)
_
'Tz 3
Tyz = T zy =yui/3v + J w\ (3.25d)
Tzx = Txz =*/pw + 3U\ (3.25e)
Txy = Tyx =f/a u + y\ (3.25f)
- Xd? ax;
Before substituting these relationships into the equation
of motion, eqn. 3.21 is expanded
(3.26 b)
(3.26 e)
Substituting equations 3.25 into equations 3.26 yields,
ft-*-H*frM5-*^* (3*27a)








1 Awvfl ? h [)-(% * *)]
+fx Wi^ts)]
(3-27b)
^aV>*-^[K^-i^v)] **fc ^ dr^3(3 27c)
In vector form; for constant viscosity these equations
become
\-X* . b-vr+ipv(w)+ /- VV <328)
For incompressible flow the restriction, from Section 2.0,
is,
VV" 2.4





Expand equation 3.29 yields the full Navier-Stokes
equations for incompressible flow with constant velocity
*(W|* *vu. +*>2& +&A a (3 30a)\ JX
^^ ^fc atJ
U.Jo ;
q/u-jiy -, v^vf 4- uj3Ly + .2jfV (3.30b)V 3* *$ *l Pt )
q(u.2^ *v3w ...
co3u-
., JuaN - (3.30c)









Dropping body forces leaves,
V?SfVN (3.32)






These two equations, along with the continuity equation,
iv ju (3. 34)
form the basis for the finite element matrix equations derived
in Jection 4-






4.0 DERIVATION OF THE STOKES FLOW FINITE ELEMENT
The derivation of the Stokes flow finite element
follows basic steps not unlike those followed in the
derivation of a solid force-displacement element.
The four steps are as follows:
1 Discretization of the physical continuum, or the
mathematically continuous domain, into a network of
discrete finite elements. These elements are contin
uously joined along their common boundaries and re
lated to each other by their common nodal points.
*
2 Selection of a technique to approximate the continuous,
governing, differential equations (Stokes and con
tinuity equations) with equations made up of a linear
combination of a finite number of numerical valves
of the variables of the original differential equations
(ui' vi' Pi)-
3 Selection of the proper interpolation functions
consistent with the variation of the variables of
the differential equations.
4 Derivation of element
"stiffness"
matricies relating
variables (u^, vj_ , p^) with fluid properties and
boundary conditions.
These four steps are outlined in the remainder of
section 4.0 Once the stiffness matricies have been obtained
for each element two more steps are necessary to obtain
the solution of all the variables (uj_, vj, p^ ) in the
domain,
5 Assembly of the individual stiffness matricies into
a global stiffness matrix to form a global set of
matrix equations. Section 5.0.
6 Solution of all the nodal variables (u-_, v^, pi) in




4.1 DISCRETIZATION OF THE DOMAIN
The finite element method provides several techniques





within a continuous, finite domain.
continuity( 3 . 34)
The finite element method does not obtain an exact
solution to these equations. In general the method calls
for the domain to be discretized into an equivalent set
of finite elements interrelated by their common nodal
points. It is at these nodal points- that numerical
valves of velocity and pressure are solved for.
Assume that 0 (x, y) is any general function, L(x,y)
is its numerical approximation over some continuous
domain, R, NjXx.y) are interpolation functions and jzf.
are numerical valves of $ (x,y) at n discrete nodal points
within the domain, R. The function 0 (x,y) is then
approximated by, ,










4.2 TWO DERIVATION APPROACHES
Individual element stiffness matricies are obtained
in two general ways:
1 Variational Approach - This technique is based on
the principle of minimum energy dissipation. A
functional is derived based on the rate of energy
dissipation from the governing differential equations.
Using variational algebra, the minimization of this
functional gives expressions for the nodal variables
consistent with the minimum rate of energy dissipation.
In section 2.0 the variational approach to potential
and stream function formulation. YamacJa et al51, in




wherejj indicates integration around the boundary of the
domain R.
Method of Weighted Residuals - With this method an
error (residual) resulting from the substitution
of the numerical approximation of some function
0a^(x,y) in place of the exact function 0(x y) is
assumed to exist. This error (residual) is weighted
and integrated over the entire domain. If D(0)=O is
some differential equation of the function 0 used
in Eqn. 4.1.
(4.1)






Where W is some arbitrary weighting function.
Zienkiewicz lists three general methods for arriving
at a suitable weighting function, w+ .
1 Point collocation - This method says that W. = 1 at
a point, i, and zero everywhere else. If i = 1, n
then the governing differential equation is satified
at n points in the region.
2 Subdomain collocation - With this method W^ =;1 over
some subdomain of R and zero everywhere else.
3 Galerkin's process - Galerkin's process uses the
interpolation functions,^ of equation 4^1 as the
weighting functions, Wi = Ni
Zienkiewicz"
feels
that the Galerkin process gives the best approximation,
Taylor and
Hood1
also use the Galerkin process in
their formulation.
The Galerkin method of weighted residuals was adopted
as the method of formulation for the following reasons:
1 The Galerkin method of weighted residuals allows
for different weighting
- interpolation functions
for the various term of the Stokes and continuity
equations. A higher order interpolation function
can be used for the second derivative velocity terms
of the Stokes equations than for the first derivative
pressure terms of the Stokes equations and the first
derivative velocity terms of the continuity equation.
This leads to more consistent error approximation




point out the, im
portance of error consistency. Taylor and Hood
'
also illustrate the advantages of separate interpola
tion functions with some comparative tests.
2 Pressure terms can be directly solved for. This makes




As shown in Eqn. 4.1 interpolation functions, N-j_,
relate a continuous function, 0(x,y) to a discrete number
of function valves,
Shape functions, NI, are required to map the element
shape from cartesian (global) x,y coordinates into local
(s,t) coordinates for the purpose of integration of the
function 0 over the element. Shape functions are illustrated
in Fig. k.2.
Shape functions are mathematically defined by:






= N^y, + n| y2+ . . . +
NQa
y8 (4.4b)
for an element with eight nodes.





= 1 and |






on whose interpolation functions and shape functions are
one in the same,
n|, = N (4.5)
The Stokes element derived here is an isoparametric
element; hereafter interpolation or
shape functions will
be called shape functions ,Mj_ .
Fig. 4.3 illustrates that the same functions, Ni, has
three duties, weighting function,
interpolation function
and shape function.






















































































Wi = Nl = Ni (4.6)
7
Huebner gives two requirements for shape functions:
1 The field variable, 0, and its derivatives up to
order n-l must be continuous at the element inter
faces where n is the highest order derivative in the
element. This is defined as a compatability require
ment.
2 All states of 0 and its partial derivatives up to
order n must be represented by some linear form of
01, 4* t when the element shrinks to zero
in size. This is known as the completeness require
ment.
Zienkiewicz gives a family of isoparametric shape
elements which he calls the
" seredipity"
family. This
family of shape functions is so named because they can
derived by inspection.
Linear and quadratic elements are shown in Figs. 4.4
and 4.5. Linear and quadratic shape functions are given
in Table 4.1 and 4.2.
The general form of linear shape functions is:
Ni = i ( 1 + SS-_Ml + tt-) (4.7)
The general forms of quadratic shape functions are:
Corner nodes
i = 1,4 Ni = i(l+SS-)(l+tt )(SS.+tt -1) (4.8a)
Midside nodes
i = 5,7 Sl =0 Ni
= ^(l-S2)(l+tti) (4.8b)
i = 6,8 t.-t =0 p q1
Ni = 2g(l-.t2)(l+3S2)
Linear shape functions and elements are so named be
cause with only two points (corner nodes) along
each side
of the element to define the function, 0a, only a linear
35
LINEAR ELEMENT Fig. k.k
y
v4%



























































































variation of 0 can be represented
Quadratic shape functions and elements have an
additional midside nodal .point to give three valves of 0
an each side, hence a second order or quadratic variation
in 0 can be represented.
Derivatives of 0 (x,y), .0 (x,y)
and Sgf(x,y) are obtained as follows,
g(x,y)
^













Ni is a function of s- and t and not x and y, hence
the chain rule of diferentiation in the form of the












to x and y
(global coord.)
Because derivatives with respect to s and t are given
and derivatives with respect to x and y are wanted, the








4.4 STOKES EQUATIONS IN FINITE ELEMENT MATRIX FORM
It is necessary, at this point, to express the Stokes
and continuity differential equations as linear combinations
of u* , Vj_ ,
pj-
. The general form of these approximations
has been given by Eqns. 4.1 and 4.9.
0 (x,y)S 0fc(x,y) = ^ Hi0 (4.1)
5_(x,y)^ 5j2Ux,y) = ^Ei-d (4.9a)
dX 5* fly X
^
3^(x,y)^ a^A(xy) = T. Mi^i (4.9b)
ay Ay r*\ 3y
The Stokes and continuity equations are again,
r'V.TT'-
a^lJ Tv (3.33a)
U(2h +2iyN * S2 (3.33b)
ii^^cO
(3'34)
In order to apply the method of weighted residuals
WJ and W \ are assumed to be two weighting functions. The






Integrating by parts over the domain, R, and around
the boundary p for equations 4.12 yields
^L-V* 3^ ^5r-sTji^(4.l4B)
-( w/xir50




" ( Vl/^J 4
*
andnx and ny represent direction cosines to the surface
ar
Integration by parts is not carried out over the
continuity equation at this point.
The following numerical approximations are made.
(4.16a)
(4.16 b)
. [Klfv **"*<] N - [k^y}
-a
Following the form of equations 4.9 derivatives
are expressed as:
|H=|xMju] (4.17a)
^ = L_ M^ul (4.17b)
^y ay L J (.
J
aoc = 3_W^M? (4.17c)
ax axL J v j





and 1^ jmay be shape functions of different
order. Along with making, these substitutions in equations




The resulting set of equation are,
-
\ WJ^X i ^ =0 (4.19a)













Integrations are performed using Gaussian quadrature
integration. This numerical technique is only valid
where the limits of integration are -1 to +1, hence the
necessity of mapping the elements from their irregular
global coordinates into s and t coordinates. The Gaussian
quadrature integration is performed directly in the local
(s and t) coordinate system.
In matrix form the indicies i and j represent the
row and column number, respectively.
Yamada gives the matrix equations in shorthand form.
wi =( ^ r^^^o%^r^jxi<i^(4.22a)
(4.22b)
(4.22c)












This representation requires that equation 4.19c, the
continuity equation, be
expressed in a different, but
equivalent manner,
-f
u-x|^^A^-f Ki;x|> ]^i^\v] -o
lk.2k)
ks
The stiffness matrix of equation 4.23 is symetric.
This is important for minimizing storage space and com
putational time in the computer.
In the final matrix equations there is the option of
having two sets of shape functions, N and N11, OF
different order. In section 4.2 advantages of using two
different shape functions for different order derivatives,
were discussed. For this element N1 was taken to be
linear and
N11
quadratic. Therefore, the element is
quadratic with respect to velocities, u and v, but linear
with respect to velocity, p. The element is quadrillateral
having eight nodes. Velocities are solved for at all
eight nodes while pressure is solved for only at the
corner nodes.
In expression 4.23 n would equal eight and m
equal four. The element stiffness matrix is 20 x 20.
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5.0 ASSEMBLY OF THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
Once individual element stiffness matricies,
[ke] , are generated they are assembled into a global
stiffness matrix, Tk^ . The global stiffness matrix
is modified during assembly due to boundary conditions.
The assembly routine used here is basically the
same as Warner 's-*-. Modifications have been made to
account for multiple degrees of freedom (u, v, p) at
the nodes.
Degrees of freedom (D.O.F.) can be put in one of
three groups,
1 Real D.O.F. -
Unknown nodal variable to be solved for.
2 Fixed D.O.F. -
Boundary condition
- Degrees of freedom for which




whose degrees of freedom are identical but not
specified. This is used in modeling a cascade of
cylinders or airfoils.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates these three types of D.O.F.
TYPES 0? DEGREES <P FREEDOM
FIXED D. 0. F.
k(
Fig. 5.1
|j N- f ( ^ f,
1 Xa^
<*^ -/- 6 & --->n
UNIT FREE
STREAM VELOCITY
REAL D. 0. Fi NODAL
RELATIONS




Fixed D.O.F. are removed from the D.O.F. vector,
multiplied by the appropriate stiffness coeficieht








K21 K22 K23 K24 0 0 .
35
0 .

















Eqn. 5.1 shows a complete set of matrix equations
without modifications. If, for example, v-L was
a fixed
D.O.F. the set of matrix equations would be modified as









--33 K34 0 0
K43 K44 K45-0

















Here D.O.F. are specified as being identical without
explicit valves being given as with fixed D.O.F.. There
fore their common D.O.F. valves must still be solved for.
If two nodes i and j and their respective D.O.F.
and
m
are related then the D.O.F. of the second of the
two nodes, j, are replaced with the D.O.F. of the first




must be uniquely solved for, the
stiffness matrix and loading vector must be modified.
illustrate this concept consider, again, Eqn. 5.1
To
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Kll K12 K13 K14 0 0 . .
K21 K22 K23 K24 0 0 . .
K31 K32 K33 K34 K35 0 . .
K41 K42 K43 K44 K45
0 . .













To simplify this illustration assume that only two
D.O.F., u^ and U2, are related. In actual practice all
D.O.F. of a particular node are related.
Because ui and U2 are related u2 is removed from the
set of equations and u, will become the common variable.
The modified set of equations is,
Kii+Ki4 K12 K13 0 0 . .
J-21+K24 K22 K23 0 0 . .
K31+K34 K32 K33 K35 0 . .











Equation number 4 of the set (line 4) is no longer
necessary and is completely removed.
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6.0 SOLUTION OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM
The Gauss-Doolittle method is used to reduce the
modified global stiffness matrix to upper triangular
form. The D.O.F. are then solved for using a back
substitution routine.
The Gauss-Doolittle as outlined by
Thompson1
is
an efficient technique for reducing a set of matrix
equations using common matrix operations. The
Gauss-
Doolittle method requires that the stiffness matrix meet
two criteria.
1 The matrix must be symmetric.
2 The diagonal of the row above the row being reduced
must be non-zero.
The global stiffness matrix is symmetric. It is
possible, however, to have a xero term on the diagonal.
When this occurs rows and columns are interchanged
to move the zero term further down the diagonal where it
will be subsequently modified during the reduction.
An example of matrix reduction is illustrated by


































then Eqn. 6.2 is an equivalent set of matrix equations
with
ufj
in upper triangular form. Both the matrix [kl
and the loading vector, r^ are modified.
Kll K12 K13 K



















When the matrix and loading vector are in upper
triangle form the unknowns, x are obtained by a





































Input to the Stokes flow finite element program
consists of fiv.e parts,
1 Nodal Coordinates
2 Nodes defining the elements





types of input are given in this section of the paper,
Specific models used to run the test cases are shown
in section 8.0 of this paper.
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7.1 NODAL COORDINATES
Cartesian coordinates are used to give the location
of the nodal points. Because the Stokes flow program
only handles two dimensional models only x and y coordinates
are required.
Node numbering in the model should minimize the
difference between the largest and smallest -node
numbers in any one element. This minimizes computer
storage space and computational time.
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7.2 NODES DEFINING THE ELEMENTS
Elements are described by the nodes on their boundary,
Nodes are input in counter-clockwise order. Corner nodes
are numbered first, 1-4, and midside nodes are numbered
5-8.
For example in Fig. 7.1, element 3 the nodes are,
1, 18, 20, 12, 7, 6, 19, 11.
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Pig. 7.1





7.3 FIXED DEGREES OF FREEDOM
At a node where it is desired to specify either
velocity or pressure all three degrees of freedom (D.O.F.)
at that node need not be fixed. Fixed degrees of freedom
are generally applied in two cases.
1 To specify boundary conditions around the
outer perimeter of the model. Here all D.O.F.
for a node (3 for corner nodes, 2 for midside
nodes) are usually fixed.
2 To specify a solid boundary in or around
the flow. Because viscous flow is modeled
here, velocities (u and v) for nodes lying on
a solid, non-moving, boundary are set equal
to zero. Pressure at corner nodes in this case
is left unfixed, to be solved for. This makes .
it easy, for example, to get the pressure
distribution around a submerged solid body
in a flow. In the case of a moving, solid
boundary velocities, u and v, for the nodes
lying on the boundary are given the x and y
components of the boundary velocity.
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7.4 LOADED NODES
For any node on the outer perimeter boundary of
the model where velocities, u or v, are not
fixed-
loading
terms from Eqns. 4.20 are required. In their expanded
form these equations are,
"*>;
*t
^ {? ("x " + "T *$Y "'TK'-."'
where ru. anln. are direction cosines to the surface ds.
If the flow across the outer perimeter is steady
then
S:u/5x = 3u/^y =^:v/^x = 2*v/^y = 0 (7.2)




These loading terms are
calculated in closed form.
Equations 7.3 are equivalent to:
R* = *k Cp p(xy) ds (7*4a)
Ry = ny ^P P(x,y) ds (7.4b)
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Rx and Ry are x and y components of the pressure,
P(x,y), integrated along the boundary. If unit depth
is assumed then Rx and Ry would be forces (Pres. x
Area) . Rxi and Ryi are the components resolved at the
nodes, "nodal loadings".
For the quadratic element developed here the
resolution of the loading at the nodes is shown in Fig.
7.2.
This manner of resolving the loading to the in
dividual nodes was determined empiriclly. For multiple
elements nodal loadings are superimposed for the common
nodes as shown in Fig. 7.3.
These nodal loading terms are analagous to the
application of distributed loadings to a solid structure











As described in section 5.0 nodes involved in
nodal relations have identical, but not fixed, D.O.F.
This technique is used to model cascades of cylinders
or turbine blades by modeling only one cylinder or
blade.. To use this technique both nodes should lie
on the boundary across from each other. For example,
in Fig. 7.1 nodes 6, 10, 18., 22, 30 and ^k may be related
as , 6 and 10, 18 and 23r and 30 and 3^.
When nodal relations are used only D.O.F. of the
first node are solved for with stiffness coeficients
of the second taken into account as shown in Fig. 7.4.
Even nodes involved in nodal relations lie on the
outer boundary of the model the matrix equations regard





EFFECT OF NODAL RELATIONS









Models and results of seven test cases are pre
sented here. The first six cases have exact or
empirical solutions to compare with. The last two
examples are compared with results of the
Warner1
potential flow program to illustrate the potential for
further applications of the Stokes flow program.
1 Couette Flow
2 Poiseulle Flow
3 Flow Between Concentric Clyinders
4 Lubrication - Plane Slider
5 Lubrication - Stepped Slider
6 Flow Around a Cylinder
A Single Cylinder
B Cascade of Cylinders
7 Cascade of Turbine Blades
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TABLE 8.1





























A Fixed - Single Exact
B Rotating
- Single












The model used for this example is shown in
Fig. 8.1. The boundary conditions are as follows,
Fixed Nodes
AD u = u, =1.0 cm/sec.
BC u = u2
=
-.5 crn/sec
AB P = p2















v = 0 y = h = 3.0














































Nodal Loadings. - Nodes along AB and CD loaded as
shown in the example in Fig. 8.1.
B Exact Solution
Couette flow is a classic solution to the Stokes
equations describing flow between two moving parallel
plates. Several assumptions are made which simplify
the solution,
1 Flow is in x direction only, v = 0
2 Pressure is constant in the y direction
Applying these restrictions causes the Stokes
equations ,
V^Wq-x2 + a2u/d-y2 ) = <?PAX (3.33a)
M(32v/3x2 + S>2v/a.y2) =^PAY (3.33b)
to reduce to
Integrating yields







+ C1V + 2 ^8-3)
Applying boundary conditions to solve for c1 and
c2 yields,
y = 0 u = u2 *- c2
=
u2 (8.4)
y = h u = u-l





The resulting exact solution is,
cl =u -iP / h\ - u2
' <5x \ 2)





+ hf &? % l^~l\ -(8.7)
h 2ju J"x h 1 hj
m, A P -3^2
<8*8)
where d-P = r sec -cm
ex 3.0 cm
The shape of the velocity distribution in the y
direction becomes a function of the pressure drop
'
across
the model in the x direction.
C Results - Results of both the exact solution and the
finite element results are shown in Fig. 8.2. Finite
element results were printed out to five decimal places
( 5 or 6 significant digits) and showed exact correlation




All finite element program runs were made on a
Burroughs 6700 computer. The average time for a run of
this model was 7.9 sec.
8.2 POISEULLE FLOW
Poiseulle flow is very similar to Couette flow.
Poiseulle flow, also known as entrance or channel flow,
describes flow between two stationary walls.
A Model
Because the flow and boundary conditions are
symmetric about the center line of the channel as shown
in Fig. 8.3 only have the channel is modeled. The
finite element model is shown in Fig. 8.4.
Boundary Conditions
Fixed Nodes
AB u = 1.0 cm/sec v = 0 P = P2
CE u = 0. v = 0.
BF v = 0.


























































































Loaded nodes - Because the pressure along EF is zero
the nodal loadings for these nodes is zero, hence no
loading is specified.
B Exact Solution
The same assumptions covering Coaaette flow also









A tL + cy + c2















The resulting equation is,










Equation 8.11 13 valid at a distance inside the channel
where the flow is fully developed. According to
Schlichting1^
for a channel 6.0 cm wide at a flow of Re =1.0 the entrance
length would be
,2k cm. Hence all the results should
correspond to the exact solution, Eqn. 8.11.
G Results
The correlation between the finite element and exact
solutions varied from a discrepancy of 3i76$ at 1.0 cm in
side the channel to ,1S% at 9.0 cm inside the channel.
Fig. 8.5 shows both the results and how the finite




















































































8.3 FLOW BETV/EEN TWO CONCENTRIC CYLINDERS
A Model




(ro = 6.0cm) = 6.0 cm/sec.
u and v components of
tangential velocity
ui = yi (6.0 cm/sec) (8.13a)
ro
vi = xi (6.0 cm/sec) (8.13b)
ro
BC u = x = 0.
(ri = 1.0 cm)
P = 0 along both AD and BC
No Nodal Relations
Nodal Loadings - Nodes along AB and CD have nodal loadings
equal to zero.
u = .10 gm/sec-cm
B Exact Solution
The exact solution to circumferential flow between
two concentric cylinders is similar to that given by
Schlichting and Pinkus and Sternlichtl4.
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Fig. 8.6
FLOW BETWEEN CONCENTRIC CYLINDERS - MODEL
fl*
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The Stokes and continuity equations are first
written in cylindrical coordinates,
,







V<DN. V + 1 av -V. +l92V9+2SVr\=13P
( 8 . 14b0
3xVr + Vr + ia.y = 0 (8.15)
) r r r ^ e
The main simplifying assumption made here is that
flow occurs in direction only, ie. Vr = 0.
If the equations are put back in cartesian
coordinates and flow is considered across a section along
the y axis then flow occurs only in the x direction
as a function of r.
u = u (r) (8.16a)
v = 0 (8.16b)
P = P (r) (8.16c)
Equations 8.14 reduce to an uncoupled set of equations,
0 =SJP (8.17a)
S r
02u = 0 (8.17b)
57* d"r
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and the continuity equation (8.15) becomes trivial.
These equations show that velocity and pressure
are independent of each other and that pressure is con
stant.
Substituting:
x = 0 y = ri riOi= Ul (8.18a)
x = 0 y = ro roJ^= u2 (8.18b)
Integrating Eqn. 8.17b yields,
"ro2-ri2 r (w2ro--^iri ) -rofrif (w^w^
(8.19)
substituting numerical valves.
u(r)_cm =1 I r cm ( -36. cm2) - (-36. cm2) sec"1
sec. 35. cm, {_ r cm J
(8.20)
or
u(r) = z36. r + 36. cm/sec. (8.21)
35. 35: r
C Results
The results of this example are shown in Fig. 8.7.
This example had the poorest correlation between finite
element and exact solutions. This is probably due to
having a flow with a 180 degree turn modeled with cartesian
coordinates. This example would probably be modeled
better with an element in cylindrical coordinates. This
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example is included to illustrate a limit to this
element.
Computational time was 30.54 sec.
8.4 LUBRICATION MODEL - PLANE SLIDER
While examples 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 were primarily
interested in velocity profiles, lubrication models are
generally interested in pressure distribution. The
plane slider and stepped slider lubrication models
point out one of the advantages of the direct finite
element formulation, direct pressure solutions.
A Model
The model used for this case is shown in Fig. 8.8,
Boundary Conditions
AB u = u-^
= 10,000. mm/sec v = 0
BD P = 0.
CD u = v = 0.
AC P = 0.
No Nodal Relations
Loaded Nodes - AC and BD loading equals zero
ia
=























The exact solution to the pressure distribution
in the film was taken from Taylor and Hood9. Similar









ui = 10,000 mm/sec.
L = 50 mm








The exact solution to the velocity within the film
i "\
is given by Schlichtmg . The velocity, u, is given
as a function of y and B, the film height. B-^ in turn,
is a function of x.
The Stokes equations, again, reduce to a one dimensional
case,




y * o u = u.
y = h u - 0
x = 0 p
= 0
x = L P = 0





Z fA B (8.24)
The pressure variation, 2P/2x, is obtained by taking
the derivative of Eqn. 8.22.
&F/AX-
= 6 Un (Bn - Bp) (L - 2x)
LB2
(BX + Bp) (8.25)
C Results
Pressure distribution results are shown in Fig.
8.9. The finite element results correlated very well
with the exact solution; the average error was .33%.
Velocity profile results are shown in Fig. 8.10.
The average error was 17.9%. The error at the ends






























at the center of the model (average 10.7%).
The average computational time for this test case
was 9.7 sec.
8.5 LUBRICATION MODEL - STEPPED SLIDER
A Model
The model for this example is shown in Fig. 8.11
Boundary Conditions:
Fixed D.O.F.
AB u = 0, v = 0
BD P = 0
CD U = Ux = 10,000 mm/sec v
= 0
AC P = 0
No Nodal Relations
i





















































The exact solution for the pressure distribution
is taken from Pinkus and Sternlicht . Two sets of
coordinates are used, x^ and x2, as shown in Fig. 8.11
For Length Li Ocxi^L-j^
For Length L2 0x2<L2












Pressure distribution results for the five runs
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are shown if Fig. 8.12. Fairly good correlation with the
exact solution was achieved. The average discrepancy was
2.32*.
The average computational time for the five runs was
IO.I4.6 sec.
8.6 FLOW AROUND A CYLINDER
Four cases of this example were run, flow around a
stationary cylinder, cylinders with circulations of Tf and
2t and flow through a cascade of cylinders. A comparison
of flow around a stationary cylinder is made with an approx
imate exact solution. Comparisons to potential flow finite
element solutions are made in two eases.



















Fig. 8.17 Pig. 8.18
Fig. 8.20
AD u = 1.0 cm/sec v = 0
BC u = 1.0 cm/sec v = 0
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A Model
The general model for the Stokes flow case is
shown in Fig. 8.13.
Boundary Conditions:
Fixed D.O.F.
P = 1.0 gm/sec -cm
p
P = 1.0 gm/sec -cm
dnd for the single cylinder runs,
AB u = 1.0 cm/sec v = 0 P = 1.0 gm/sec2-cm
CD u = 1.0 cm/sec v = 0 P - 1.0 gm/sec2-cm
Around re: Fixed Cylinder u = v = o
Rotating Cylinder - Tangential velocities
1.0, 2.0 cm/see.
Nodal Relations - For cascade of cylinders nodes along
AB related to adjacent nodes along CD.
No Loaded Nodes for single cylinder. Nodes along ABloaded




Although a direct, exact solution of the Stokes equations
for flow around a stationary cylinder does not exist,
Batchelor
*
has outlined Oseen's improvement to the Stokes
equations giving a linearized solution valid in a region






























































V = U. (1 + C(-3g m -% + %-)+ G % (2 )(3g-i5 fje )
c v v 2
V
(8.28)





For a small Reynolds number (Re= .5) the Oseen solution
gave resonable correlation with the Stokes finite element
solution for flow around a stationary cylinder with radius
rc= 1.0 . The average discrepancy was 11.27 % It should be
noted that the Oseen solution is not an exact solution to the
Stokes equations but is derived from a stream function solution
for a linearized version of the Stokes equations.
Finite element potential flow solutions for a fixed cylinder
and a cascade of cylinders run with the Warner program are
shown to illustrate the fundamental differences between Stokes
and potential flow.
The average computational times for the Stokes flow
solutions were 19.27 sec. for the single cylinder and 11.08












8.7 CASCADE OF TURBINE BLADES
A Model
The comparison, again, is with a potential flow
model. The Stokes flow model is illustrated in Fig.
8.21. The potential flow model for the
Warner1
pro
gram is shown in Fig. 8.22.
Stokes Flow Model -
Boundary Conditions:
Fixed D.O.F.
AD u = 1.0 cm/sec. v - 0 P = 1.0 gm/sec2cm
Nodes along boundary of blade u = v = 0.
Nodal Relations - Nodes along Ab related to adjacent
nodes along CD.
Loaded Nodes - Nodes along BC have nodal loading equal
to zero.
B Results
The basic differences between potential and Stokes
flow pointed out by the cascades of cylinder are also
shown here. In the potential flow case the velocities
are greatest at the blades surface. In the case of
Stokes flow the velocity is zero at the blade's sur
face, increasing to the outer edge of the model, the
midline between the blades of the cascade. Composite
cascades are shown in Figs. 8.26 and 8.27.
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Fig. ^6.21















Fig. 8.25 shows the pressure distribution around
the blade from the Stokes flow solution. As expected
the pressure is greatest where the velocity is smallest.
This figure shows only the reaction pressure on the blade.
It does not show any forces acting on the blade due to a
change in momentum of the fluid. The pressures shown here
do not reflect any forces due to the viscous drag of the fluid.
In the case of the highly viscous Stokes flow these forces
could be significant. These forces were described in Sec. 3.0.
The reader is referred to Fig. 3.1 and equations 3.19 and 3.25.
Although Stokes flow does not provide a practical model
of flow through through a turbine easeade this particular
model provides a benchmark for any further development in
this area. Should a viscous flow model including inertia
be developed in the future the Stokes flow and potential
flow models shown here would provide a basis for comparison.
Computational time for the Stokes flow model was 11.61
sec. The time for the potential flow model run with the






























































1. A finite element program for Stokes fluid flow
has been successfully developed.
2. The program was most successful in solving for
velocity profiles for Couette and Poiseulle flow
and for pressure distribution for the two lubrication
models. The fact that both velocity and pressure
are solved for simultaneously and directly shows
the advantage of the direct finite element form
ulation.
3. The example case of flow between two concentric
cylinders points out a shortcoming of having only
cartesian coordinates to work with. Any future
models run with this program should take this into
account .
4. The main restriction on the type of models which
can be run with this program is that they must have
a very low Reynolds number.
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10.0 REC0MENDATI0N5
1. Addition of inertia terras. This would increase the range
of flow beyond Re-~0. This is accomplished by an iter
ative technique as discussed by Taylor and Hood and
Yamada et al . It is not apparant at this time what
range of flows could be covered by this technique; or
whether or not turbulent flow could be modeled. Because
this is an iterative technique it usefullness depends
to a great extent on its rate of convergence. Also for
flow aound submerged bodies, where vorticies are shed on
the down stream side, the very high velocity gradients
might require very elaborate gridworks. All this would
best be determined experimentally.
2. Addition of compressibility effects. This is important
for gas turbine analysis. This formulation could be
based on Eqn. 3. k*
3. Development of a three dimensional element. This would
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NUMBER OF FIXED NODES
NUMBER OF NODAL RELATIONS

























NFN FIXEE) NODES 415, , 3F
NN NODE NUMBER
IDOF (D 1 IF FIXED 0 IF NOT
IDOF (2) 2 IF FIXED 0 IF NOT




NNR NODAL RELATIONS 515
IRN (1,1)
IRN (1,2)
FIRST OF RELATED NODES
SECOND OF RELATED NODES
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NLN NODAL LOADINGS 15 3F10.4
NN NODE NUMBER
R13N LOADING FOR DOF NO. 1
R12N LOADING FOR DOF NO. 2





13.0 PROGRAM LISTING APPENDIX a
B670Q/87700 FORTRAN COMPILATION MASK 2 . 7 . u
CTITLE = "CK00055,' KINO = READER )














c this program employs the finite element method for
C THE SOLUTION OF SLOW. VISCOUS (CREEPING OK STOKES) FLOW
v- C PROBLEMS. ThE SOLUTION IS BASED ON THE NA V IER-STOKEb
C EQUATIONS WITH INERTIA TERMS NEGLECTED. RE = 0.
C Thl PROGRAM MODELS TWO DIMENSIONAL FLO*. ELEMENT MATRIX
v- C EQUATIONS ARE FORMED RELATING NODAL VELOCITIES IN THE Two
C DIRECTIONS Co & V) ANO PRESSURE (P).
C TWO ELEMENTS ARE AVAILABLE, LINEAR ANO QUADRATIC. BOTH ARE
C C OUADRlLLATERAL. THE LInEAr ELEMENT SOLVES FOR. 3 DEGREES
C OF FREEDOM (o>V & P) AT EACH OF 4 NODES. THE QUADRATIC
r, C ELEMENT SOLVES FOR ALL 3 DEGREES OF FREEDOM AT THE 1 CORNER












C, READ(5.19) (TiTLEC I)#I=1*20)
19 F0RMAT(20A)
C
(. C READ MODEL PARAMETERS
C
C NE
- NOMflER QF ELEMENTS
I. C NNODE - NUMBER OF NOOES
C NFN = NUMBER OF FIxED NODES
C NNR - NUMBER OF NODAL RELATIONS




















22 FORMATC 15, 2F1U. t>)
NNDOF=3*NNODE
READ NODAL COORDINATES AND NODES DEFINING ELEMENTS
NODES DEFINING THE ELEMENTS ARE READ IN CCw ORDER
CORNER NODES IX(N,1) ... IX(N4)
MIDSIDE NUDES IXCN/5) ... IXCN>8)



















DEGREE OF FREEDOM NUMBERING FOR QUAORATIC ELEMENTS
CORNER NODES VNODE a 3. CU.V&P)
MIDSIDE NODES VNODE = 2. CU&V)













N00F(I,1 ) = K
KsK* 1
NDOF( I,2)=K
IFC VN0DE(I).LT.3. ) GO TO 2004













rEaD'In ASCENDING ORDER'NODE NUMBERS, FIXED D.O.F. VALUES
IDOF = OEGREE OF FREEDOM
FDOF = VALUE OF DEqREE OF FREEDOM CU,V OR p)















read in nnr related node cards. each card gives a air of
nodes which have identical values of u,v & p. these are used
I2ij.
C IN CREATING "SUBSTRUCTURES" SUCH A CASCADE UF TURBINE BLADES.
C
IFCNNR.EQ.O) GO TO 1605
NNI=0
NNNR=0
DO 1601 1.1, NNR
READC5,230> IRNC I , 1 ), IRNC I , 2 )




IRD( 13,1 ) = 3(1RN( 1,1 ) )
IRDCI21)=3*CIRnCI,1))-1
( IRDCH1) = 3*( IRNC 1,1 ) )-2








c ir0(nnnr,2)=nd0f( irn(i,2), 1 )
nnnr=nnnR*i
NNl=NNI+l
C IRD(NNNR,1)=ND0F( IRNC I,l),2)
IRD(NNNR2)=ND0F(IRN(I,2),2)




( IRD(NNNR1)=N0QFC IRNC I, 1 )3)
1601 CONTINUE




( C READ IN NODAL "LOADINGS"
C
IF (NLN. EQ.O) GO TO 1049
LD =0
DO 90 1=1, NLN
REA0(5,30) NN,R13N,R12N,R11N
( 30 F0RMATCI5,3F10.4)






























ASSIGN IIR NUMBERS FOR NODAL RELATIONS
IF(NNR.EQ.O) GO TO 505
DO 501 I=1,NNRD






ASSIGN IIR AND IR NUMBERS TO REAL D.O.F.
DO 530 l=l,NNDOF





IFCNNR.EQ.O) GO TO 502
ASSIGN DUPLICATE IR NUMBERS TO D.O.F. INVOLVED IN NODAL REL.
IRC2) = IRC 1 )
DO 560 I=1,NNR0






C WRITE OUT INPUT DATA INCLUDING D.O.F. REARRANGEMENT
C
NPAGE=lf(NN0DE-l)/15
2 FORMATC , HI, 1X,20A4)




26 FORMAT C/,8X* 'VISCOSITY = '.F8.4J












IFCNTYPE.E0.2) NMm=NDOFC NN, 1)
IFCNTYPE.E0.2)NNM=ND0F(NN,2)
IFCNTYPE.EQ.2 . AND . VNODEC NN ) . GT . 2 . ) NNN =NDOFC NN, 3 )
WRITE C6>27) NN,XCNN),YCNN),NMM,IIRCNMM),IR(NMM),D0F(NMM),R1(N^M)
WRITE(6,31) NNM,IIRCNNM),lRCNN"),DOFCNNM),RlCi\NM)



















ARE ,13,' SETS UF NODES HAVING THE SAME U'V




































IFC IENO.GE.NE) GO To 529
IFC C IEND +50) .GT.NE) GO TO 526
FORMATC 10XlOC5x 15) )
DO 522 N=ISIEND
NP50=N ? 5O




















































IFCNLN.EQ.O) GO TO 549
DO 110 I=1,NND0F
J=IR( 1 )
R2C J) = R1C I)
UO CONTINUE
C






































FORM THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX




































IFCN.GT.l) GO TU 60
F0RMATC2X,12F7.4)
WRITE OUT STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR ELEMENT NUMBER 1
WRITEC6,24) TITLE
WRITE(6,511 )
1 FORMATC//, lx, 'STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR ELEMENT NUMBER 1',///)
DO. 594 1=1, MR
*RITEC6,595) ( ST C I , J ) , J= 1 , MR )
CONTINUE






IF( IIRR.GT.NUU) GO To 61
CALL ASSMBLCIRR,IRR,ST(NR0,NR0),SK,NBAND,N0U)
NCO=NRO






IFCIIRC.GT.NOD) GO To 63
CALL aSSmBLC IRR,IRC,STCNRQ,nCQ),SK,NBAND,nOU)
IFCNCO.LT.mR) GO TO 62
IF(NRO.LT.MR) GO TO 60
GO TO 70
CONTINUE
IFC IIRC.GT.CNNDOF-NFDOF)) GO TO 64
CALL ASSMBLC IRR, IRC, STCNRO,NCO),SK,NBANO,NOU)
IF( IRR.EQ.IRC) CALL ASSMBL( IRR , IRC,ST( NRO,NCD ) , SK, NB ANO, NOD )
IF(NCQ.LT.MR) GO TO 62




IFCNCO.LT.MR) GO TO 62
IFCNRO.LT.MR) Go TO 60
GO TO 70
CONTINUE
IFC IIHR.GT.CNNDUF-NFDOF)) GO TO 65
CALL ASSMBLC lRRIRR5TCNR0,NR0)SKN8ANDN0D)
NCQ*NRO












IFCIRR.EO.IRC ) CALL ASSMBL C IRR, IRC, ST C NRO, NCO ) SK, NBANO, NOD )
IF CNCQ.LT.MR) GO TO 66
IFCNRO.LT.MR) GO TO 60
GO TO 70
67 CONTINUE
IFC IIRC.GT.CNNDOF-NFDOF) ) GO TO 6a
CALL ASSMBLC IRR, IRC, ST( NRO, NCO), SK,NBAND NOD)
IFCIRR.EO.IRC) CALL ASSMBLC IRR IRC ,STC NRO.NCU ) SK , NBAND , NOD )
IF (NCO.LT. MR) GO TO 66
IFCNRO.LT.MR) GO TO 60
58 CONTINUE
R1(IRR)=R1(IRR)-ST(NRQ.NCQ)*D0F(INNC>
IF CNCO.LT. MR) GO TO 66







IRC = IRC INNC)




IF CNCO.LE.MR) GO TO 69




WRITEC6,580) NOD 'NBAND , NNDOF
512 FORMATC///, IX, 'MATRIX SIZE AND DIAGNOSTICS')





REDUCE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX TO UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM
CALL 0CMPBDCN0DN8ANDSKR1,IPQ,IPR)
BACK SUBSTITUTE TO FINO UNKNOWNS
CALL S0LVBDCN0D,NBAND,SK,R1, IPQ,IPR,WV)
COMBINE REAL D.O.F. wITh FIXED AND RELATED 0.0. F.




ASSIGN D.U.F. VALUES TO D.O.F. INVOLVED IN NODAL RELATIONS
TO





























































this subroutine forms the linear element stiffness matrix
the element is QUADRILATERAL, HAVING FOUR NODES AND 12 D.O.F.,


















S & T ARE POINTS FOR GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE INTEGRATION




ROWS 1 THRU 4














































this subroutine forms the quadratic element stiffness matrix
the element is ouaorilateral, having eight nodes and a total of
Twenty degrees of freedom, velocities at all eight nodes and
pressure at the corner nooes






















S & T ARE POINTS FOR GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE INTEGRATION
DO 3 11=1,4
S = FAC*S1C II)
T=FACT1CII)
CALL BMATCS,T)
ROWS 1 THRU a
DO 101 Ial, 8
DO 201 J=l,8




COLUMNS I' THRU 20





ROWS 9 THRU 16
00 102 1=9,16
lM=I-8





COLUMNS 17 THRU 20






























THE FIRST SECTION OF THE SUBROUTINE CALCULATES LINEAR SHAPE










































B TERMS ARE QNCI)/DX 4 DNCD/DY
ThE FIRST SUBSCRIPT IS EITHER i 1, DNCD/UX OR










C TERMS ARE n<I)




ThE FOLLOWING SECTION CALCULATES OUADHATIC SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND
ThEIr DERIvITEs.
0 TERMS ARE QUADRATIC SHAPE FUNCTIONS
DNlS> DNlT, DNiS* ECT. ARE DERlVlTIvES OF THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS
WITH RESPECT TO S 4 T.
DN1S -.25*(TM*C-S-T-l . )? sm*Tm)
DN2S = ,25*(TM*C S-T-l . )+SPTM)
DN3S a ,25(TP*(S+T-1. ) +SP.TP)







DNlT a -. 25(SM.C-S-T-l . )*sm*TM)
1*
DN2T =-.25*CSPC S-T-l.)+SP*TM)
DN3T = ,25CSP*CS + T-1 . ) + SP*TP)
DN4T = 25(SMC-Si-T-1 , ) + SM.TP)
0N5T -T*SM
DN6T = -.50*C l .-SS)
0N7T = -T#SP
DN8T a ,50*C1.-S*S)
DXXS = DNlS*Xl*DN2S*X2+DN3S*X3*DN4SX4 ?DN5S.X5+0N6S*
X6*DN7S* X7 <
C DN8S*X8









0(1) a .25.SMTm*(-S-T-1. )
0(2) = ,25*SP*Tm*(S-T-1 , )
0(3) a ,25SPTP*CS*T-l.)
D(4) a ,25*SMTP*C-S*T-1. )
DC5) a ,50.SMC 1 .-TT)
0C6) a ,50C 1.-SS)Tm






























SUBROUTINE DCmPbO C NOD, NBAND, SK R 1 , IPQ, IPR )
THIS SUBROUTINE USES The GAUSS-DOOL I TTlE mlTHOO TO REOUCE ThE







15 F0RMATC1H1,52X28HSTIFFNESS MATRIX IS SINGULA*)
FORMATC 1X,18F7.4)
F0RMATC5X, 'GLOBAL INFLUENCE MATRIX IN DCMP8D BEFORE REDUCTION*)
F0RMATC5X, 'GLOBAL INFLUENCE MATRIX IN DCMP3D HAS BEEN REDUCED')
F0RMATC5X, 'ROWS I',I5,' AND IPR',
15,'
INTERCHANGED. NBANDa',15)
F0RMATC5X, 'GLOBAL INFLUENCE MATRIX IN DCmPBD HAS BEEN REARRANGED')









IF (I. EQ.l) GO TO 30
IF CM.EQ0) GO TO 30
KKal+J-NSAND
IF(KK.LT.2) KKal
DO 10 K=KK, M+K'-l
IF(( I-K +D.GT. NBAND) GO TO 10
AMULTa-SK(K,( I-K+1))/5KCK,1)
SUMSKaSUMSK*AMULT*SKCK,C J+I-K) )









zero terms on the diagonal are unacceptable
This section of the subroutine interchanges rows to put a









TEMPORARILY STORE I ROw OF SK IN SKT

















REPLACE I ROw BY IPR ROw




REPLACE IPR ROW WITH ORIGINAL I ROW STORED In SKT.







































this subroutine solves for the unknownsx, using the reduced









F0RMATC5X'REDUCED GLOBAL INFLUENCE MATRIX AND Rl
F0RMATC5X, 'BACK SUBST I TUtl ON SOLUTION COMPLETE')






















this subroutine performs matrix addition C
= A*B
00 1 I=l NR
00 2 J=1,NC
CCI,J)=ACI,J) -BBC IiJ)
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
End
